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Download online boek Nederlands Codex: Drukhari
Enhanced Edition Games Workshop , This is an Enhanced
edition – featuring the same, complete and unabridged
content as the print edition in a handy, space-saving portable
format, it also contains the following extra features:
- Zoomable, pin-sharp photography, allowing you to
appreciate the fine details of Citadel miniatures in a new
light;
- a Glossary – tap terms and rules to see their details in an
instant;
- 360-degree miniature photography, rotatable with a swipe of
a finger;
- Scrolling text, designed to optimise the reading experience
for your phone or tablet;
- Pop-up content – bring up extra information at a touch;
- Panoramic art and photography – designed to bring out
detail in a way that makes the most of your display;
- Direct links to the Games Workshop and/or Forge World web stores – see a miniature you like? You
can order it straight away.
- Bookmarks – got a reference you need to use often? Add a bookmark and jump between your pages
with a tap.
Fiercely intelligent piratical raiders who feed upon anguish to stave off the slow death of their souls,
the Drukhari epitomise everything wanton and cruel about the ancient Aeldari race from which they
are descended. Their boundless potential is put to every terrible purpose they can imagine, and
because their lives span millennia, they have all the time they need to perfect their stygian arts.
Collectively, the warriors of Commorragh know all the ways there are to kill the galaxy’s myriad
creatures, and delight in perfecting as many as they can.
Codex: Drukhari contains a wealth of background and rules – the definitive book for Drukhari
collectors. Within, you’ll find:
- Dark Origins: the history of the Drukhari from the fall of the Aeldari, their use of the webway and
their self-contained realm of Commorragh, and details of their regular incursions into realspace to
find fresh victims;
- The Dark City: details of the bizarre, fractal city of corruption known as Commorragh – its
structure, outskirts, underworld and defensive abilities;
- Kabals of Commorragh: descriptions of the Kabals – the primary military strength of the Drukhari –
and their hierarchies, accompanied by descriptions and icons of the following 8: Kabal of the Black
Heart, Kabal of the Flayed Skull, Kabal of the Poisoned Tongue, Kabal of the Obsidian Rose, Kabal of
the Last Hatred, Kabal of the Dying Sun, The Lords of Iron Thorn, and Kabal of the Broken Sigil;
- Wych Cults of the Arenas: the composition and organisation of the Drukhari Wych Cults, with
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descriptions and icons of the Cult of Strife, Cult of the Cursed Blade, Cult of the Red Grief, Cult of
the Seventh Woe, Cult of the Blade Denied, Cult of the Wrath Unbound, and Cult of the Pain Eternal;
- Covens of the Haemonculi: an overview of these twisted torturer-alchemists, with descriptions and
icons of The Prophets of Flesh, The Dark Creed, The Coven of Twelve, The Black Descent, and The
Hex;
- Realspace Raids: examples of the manner in which Kabals, Wych Cults and Haemonculi Covens
band together to fight as one;
- Paths of Terror: a galactic map featuring locations of confirmed Drukhari raids;
- A Tale of Eternal Sin: a timeline of major events, raids and battles in the dark history of the
Drukhari;
- Background on each unit available to a Drukhari army;
- A showcase of beautifully painted Citadel miniatures, with example armies featuring everything
from individual images of models to battle scenes on terrain.
Rules
Everything you need to get a Drukhari army primed for games of Warhammer 40,000 is in here:
- 30 datasheets providing rules for every Drukhari unit and miniature;
- Army abilities reflecting the Drukhari’s methods of war on the tabletop;
- Armoury of Commorragh: wargear both ranged and close-combat for use by the Drukhari;
- Points values for all miniatures, weapons and wargear for use in Matched Play games;
- Commorragh Raiders: rules for Battle-forged armies, including:
- Kabal Obsessions: special rules for the Kabal of the Black Heart, Kabal of the Flayed Skull, Kabal of
the Poisoned Tongue, and Kabal of the Obsidian Rose;
- Wych Cult Obsessions: special rules for the Cult of Strife, Cult of the Cursed Blade, and Cult of the
Red Grief
- Haemonculus Coven Obsessions: special rules for The Prophet of Flesh, The Dark Creed, and the
Coven of Twelve;
- 33 unique Stratagems, including 4 specific to the Kabals listed above, 3 specific to the Wych Cults
listed above, and 3 specific to the Haemonculous Covens listed above;
- Artefacts of Cruelty: 16 weapons and artefacts available only to Drukhari armies;
- Warlord Traits, with specific Traits for the specific Kabals, Wych Cults and Haemonculus Covens
listed above;
- 6 unique Tactical Objectives.
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Are you looking for codex: drukhari enhanced edition PDF?. If you are areader who likes to
download codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle
or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the growing popularity
of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is now
possible to get codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to
almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf?
You may think better just to read codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf the old fashioned way you
know, as in paperbacks or hardcovers? The answer is that, while print books are great and will never
become obsolete, there are definite advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these
benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read codex: drukhari enhanced edition
electronically, as you are saving all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread
books that you download than to buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy
them. Finally, codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf in electronic format take uphardly any space. If
you travel a lot, you can easily download codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf to read on the plane
or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download codex: drukhari enhanced edition Pdf from our online
library.
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